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ABSTRACT: The application of flexible indium tin oxide (ITO)-free electrochromic devices (FCDs) has always been a research
hotspot in flexible electronics. Recently, a silver nanowire (AgNW)-based transparent conductive film has raised great interest as an
ITO-free substrate for FCDs. However, several challenges, such as the weak binding of AgNWs to the substrate, high junction
resistance, and oxidation of AgNWs, remain. In this paper, a novel method for surface modification of AgNWs with N-aminoethyl-γ-
aminopropyltrimethoxysilane [Si(NH2)] solution is proposed to enhance the bonding with the flexible substrates and the active
materials, thereby inhibiting the delamination of AgNWs from the substrate and reducing the high junction resistance between
nanowires. The TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films show outstanding mechanical properties, of
which the resistance remains almost unchanged after mechanical bending of 5000 cycles (ΔR/R0 ≈ 3.6%) and repeated peeling off
cycles with 3M tape 100 times (ΔR/R0 ≈ 6.0%). In addition, we found that the oxygen-containing groups on the TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET surface form hydrogen bonds with the TiO2 sol, resulting in tight contact between the TiO2 sol and the AgNWs,
which prevents the AgNWs from oxidation. As a result, the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film exhibited long-time aging (ΔR/R0 ≈
4.9% in the air for 100 days) stability. A FCD was constructed with the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film, which showed excellent
electrochromic performance (94% retention) after 5000 bending cycles, indicating high stability and mechanical flexibility. These
results present a promising solution to the transparent conductive films for flexible energy devices.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In recent years, flexible indium tin oxide (ITO)-free electro-
chromic devices (FCDs) have been widely applied in
deformable batteries, flexible displays, solar cells, and wearable
sensors.1−3 As the component of FCDs, flexible transparent
conductive films (FTCs) have become an important research
topic in electronic devices.4−6 Currently, ITO is the most
commonly used material on the market as a result of its low
electrical resistance and high optical transmittance. However,
its drawbacks of complex process conditions (high temper-

ature) and limited flexibility (strain of <1%) are crucial
problems that should be overcome. Therefore, some candidate
materials have been developed to replace ITO-based trans-
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parent films, such as graphene,7,8 carbon nanotubes,9−11 metal
grids,12,13 metallic nanowires,14,15 and organic polymers.16

Among them, silver nanowire (AgNW) is considered to be the
most promising candidate as a result of its relatively low cost,
excellent conductivity, and flexibility.
Nevertheless, with this material, there remain critical

challenges, such as chemical stability (easy corrosion and
oxidation)17,18 and film mechanical stability (low adhesion to
the substrate),19,20 that restrict its large-scale fabrication and
utilization in practical applications. To address the above
challenges, researchers have employed carbon-based materi-
als,21−23 conducting polymers,24,25 or metal oxides26−28 as a
protective layer for the AgNW FTCs. In this regard, metal
oxide has become a commonly used protective layer material
as a result of its outstanding stability. Kim et al.29 reported a
flexible electrochromic smart window based on a structurally
novel MoS2/AgNW electrode. MoS2 was selected to improve
the corrosion and oxidation properties of AgNWs in electrolyte
solutions to improve their stability. Chen et al.30 fabricated a
stable AgNW FTC with a titanium dioxide (TiO2) coating by
atomic layer deposition (ALD). However, the vacuum system
required for the ALD method led to high costs and
complicated process conditions.31 Tian et al.32 reported a
TiO2 nanosheet−AgNW hybrid film prepared by a rod-coating
process.
However, TiO2 aggregates are usually weak and brittle and

have little adhesion to the substrate.33 The TiO2−AgNW films
could be easily peeled off from the substrate using a small
frictional force. At the same time, the strong binding force
between AgNWs and the substrate was crucial for obtaining
AgNW FTCs with excellent performance. AgNW FTCs with
stable mechanical properties and high transmittance were
prepared by sequentially applying TiO2 sol−gel and poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS)
solution to treat AgNW films.33 It was found that TiO2
nanoparticles and PEDOT:PSS polymer composites could
enhance the binding force of AgNW networks. Shinde et al.34

proposed a method of welding nanowires to improve the

intersections between AgNWs and their adhesion on
substrates, thus enabling the fabrication of electrochromic
devices with stable electrochromic performance. The stability
of AgNWs was improved by preparing a multilayered AgNW/
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) [AgNW/benzotriazole
(BTA)/TiO2:Cs/PET] film, and the nanowires were welded
by local melting at the junctions. However, this method caused
an increase of the number of layers of the FTCs, and
delamination occurred during the long-term bending process,
which resulted in a decrease in film performance and restricted
the long-term usage and limited the practical usage of AgNW-
based FTCs. To date, the preparation of AgNW-based FTCs
with both excellent mechanical flexibility and chemical stability
remains a challenge in the research field.
In this work, a simple and effective solution-based method is

presented, to achieve highly conductive FTC films with
excellent optical transparency and mechanical properties. A
surface modification of AgNWs was carried out using N-
aminoethyl-γ-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane [Si(NH2)] solu-
tion, and the modified AgNW film was coated while having
a protective layer of TiO2 sol. The surface on the AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET film is rich with oxygen-containing groups,
which enhances the adhesion to the substrate with the
protective layer of TiO2 sol. As a result, the flexible TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film is highly robust in 5000 repeated
bending cycles (ΔR/R0 ≈ 3.6%) or 100 peeling off cycles
(ΔR/R0 ≈ 6.0%) in a 3M tape test without significant failure in
conductivity. In addition, as a result of the presence of the
protective layer of TiO2 sol, the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
films maintain a low sheet resistance even after 100 days,
indicating an excellent chemical stability. A FCD device based
on the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode was
fabricated, exhibiting excellent electrochromic performance
and mechanical flexibility.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Analytical pure silver nitrate (AgNO3) and poly-

vinylpyrrolidone (PVP, K60: Mw 60 000) powder was purchased

Scheme 1. Schematic Illustration for the Fabrication Process of the Flexible TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET-Based Device
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from Aladdin. Analytical pure sodium chloride (NaCl·2H2O) and
ethylene glycol were purchased from Xilong Technology & Chemical
Co., Ltd. Ethanol, titanium isopropoxide, and hydrogen peroxide were
all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The purchased PET flexible
substrate has a thickness of 1 mm and transmittance of 90% in an
air medium. For details on the pristine AgNW and TiO2 sol synthesis
process, see the Supporting Information.
Surface Modification of AgNWs. The AgNWs were modified

using Si(NH2), which was readily adsorbed onto the surfaces of
nanowires. A 0.01 mL solution of Si(NH2) in ethanol (5 mL) was
added to 15 mg/mL of AgNWs in ethanol (5 mL) and then sonicated
for approximately 3 min. After stirring with a magnetic stirrer for 12 h,
the solution was centrifuged (3000 rpm for 5 min). The precipitates
were washed 3 times with ethanol to remove excess Si(NH2) and then
redispersed in ethanol. The AgNW layer was covalently provided with
functional groups by surface modification. The AgNW after surface
modification is labeled as AgNW−Si(NH2).
Preparation of the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET Composite

Film. In a typical synthesis procedure, PET substrates cleaned with
acetone and ethanol were subjected to O2 plasma treatment for 300 s
to generate free surface oxygen groups (Plasma Technology,
Germany). The AgNW−Si(NH2) solution with a concentration of
15 mg/mL was drop-coated on the pretreated PET substrate, and the
solution was uniformly spread on the PET surface using a Mayer rod
to obtain the AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film. Subsequently, TiO2 sol was
added dropwise on the surface of the AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film and
spin-coated at 500 rpm for 90 s to remove excess TiO2 sol solution.
Finally, the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET flexible composite film was
obtained after drying in an environment with an oven temperature of
90 °C for 20 min. For comparison, AgNW/PET, TiO2/AgNW/PET,
and AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET were also prepared by the same method
(detailed preparation process of the films shown in the Supporting
Information).
Preparation of the Flexible Composite Electrochromic

Electrode. Using electron beam evaporation technology, the active
material WO3 was evaporated onto a PET substrate (thickness of 300
nm and pressure of 5 × 10−4 Pa) to obtain the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET electrode. Meanwhile, WO3/AgNW/PET, WO3/
TiO2/AgNW/PET, and WO3/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrodes
were prepared for comparison.
Preparation of the Flexible Electrochromic Device. Scheme 1

shows the main fabrication process of devices based on WO3/TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrodes. Among them, the working
electrode was WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET and the counter
electrode was TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET. Lithium perchlorate/
propylene carbonate electrolyte (1 mol/L) was injected into the
device via a syringe. Finally, the encapsulation of the device was
encapsulated with an ultraviolet (UV)-curable resin.
Characterization. The crystalline phase and lattice parameter of

the material were characterized by a X-ray diffraction (XRD)
spectrometer (D8 Bruker), where the XRD peaks ranged from 10°
to 80° with a step size of 0.02°. The surface morphology and chemical

composition of the films were examined and analyzed by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800) and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Fisher, East
Grinstead, U.K.), respectively. As an important parameter of the
conductive electrode, the resistance of the film is measured by a four-
probe tester purchased by the company. The bending test of the film
was carried out with a self-made stretching machine, and the surface
adhesion test of the film was carried out with 3M tape.

The electrochemical performance of the electrodes was measured
by a three-electrode system, in which the composite electrode was
used as the working electrode, the Pt wire was used as the counter
electrode, and the Ag wire was used as the reference electrode.
Spectral measurements of the electrodes were recorded using a visible
−near-infrared (vis−NIR) fiber optic spectrometer (MAYA 2000-Pro,
Ocean Optics).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure and Morphology. A scheme of the overall
process for fabricating the flexible TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/
PET films is shown in Scheme 1. The AgNW layer was
covalently linked with functional groups using Si(NH2) to
modify the surfaces of the nanowires. Surface-modified
AgNW−Si(NH2) can improve the bonding with other
materials, thereby enhancing the mechanical stability of the
film. Then, a TiO2 sol is spin-coated on the AgNW−Si(NH2)/
PET film to inhibit the oxidation of the AgNWs and improve
the chemical stability of the film. The TiO2 sol can be adsorbed
to the nanowires via multiple silicon−oxygen bonds on the
AgNW surface, which forms a very uniform TiO2 sol coating
on the nanowire surface.
To understand the roles of Si(NH2) solution and TiO2 sol

treatments, the films were characterized by SEM. As shown in
panels a and b of Figure 1, the length and diameter of the
AgNW in the AgNW/PET film are about 10−20 μm and 22
nm, respectively. The surface of the AgNWs is smooth, and the
intersections between the wires are loose (yellow circle in
Figure 1a).33 Then, to enhance mechanical intersections and
the adhesion of the film, the surface of AgNWs is surface-
modified with Si(NH2) solution. As shown in panels c and d of
Figure 1, the surface of the nanowires in the AgNW−Si(NH2)/
PET film is also smooth, and the morphologies are almost the
same as that of the AgNW/PET film. However, the
intersections between the nanowires show more tightly
bound wires, and the contact area increased (yellow circle in
Figure 1c and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). It
shows that the interaction of AgNWs after surface modification
by Si(NH2) solution is enhanced.

Figure 1. SEM images: (a and b, at different magnifications) AgNW/PET, (c and d) AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET, (e and f) TiO2/AgNW/PET, and (g
and h) TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET.
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To improve the chemical stability of the film, a TiO2 sol was
coated onto the AgNW/PET film. It can be seen from the
SEM images (panels e and f of Figure 1) that the TiO2 sol
forms a coating on the TiO2/AgNW/PET film, and the
nanowires have a rough surface morphology (yellow circle in
Figure 1e). Solvent evaporation causes a capillary force that
drives the TiO2 sol to accumulate on the AgNW surface.33

Panels g and h of Figure 1 show SEM images of the TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film, while it appears that the TiO2 sol
coating is uniform over the entire surface of the nanowires.
The intersection of AgNW or the position between AgNWs
and the substrate are further infiltrated by TiO2 sol (yellow
circle in Figure 1g).
The structure of composite films was further evaluated by

the XRD and XPS analyses. The diffraction patterns of the
films are shown in Figure 2a and indexed to face-centered
cubic Ag [Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards
(JPDCS) number 04-0783]. The obvious four peaks at 38.11°,
44.30°, 64.44°, and 77.40° corresponded to (111), (200),

(220), and (311) Bragg reflections of Ag.32 It is important to
note that similar diffraction patterns are observed in the four
composite films. No additional peaks are observed, indicating
that the TiO2 sol on the surface of the TiO2/AgNW/PET and
TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films is amorphous (see Figure
S2 of the Supporting Information), and the surface
modification of the AgNW by Si(NH2) does not affect the
crystalline structure of the silver wire.
The atomic species and bonding characteristics of the

composite films were investigated by XPS measurements. With
binding energies in the range of 0−600 eV, Ag, O, N, and C
elements were detected by full spectrum (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information). Furthermore, Figure 2b presents the
high-resolution XPS Ag 3d spectra of films. For the AgNW/
PET and AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films, the peak of Ag 3d
shifted to 367.6 eV, indicating the presence of Ag2O in the
near-surface region of the nanowires.30 In comparison to the
AgNW/PET film, the AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film possesses a
relatively weaker Ag2O intensity, which is attributed to the

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns, (b) Ag 3d XPS of (1) AgNW/PET, (2) AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET, (3) TiO2/AgNW/PET, and (4) TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET films, and (c) formation mechanism of the flexible TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film.

Figure 3. (a) Transmittance spectra, (b) transmittance, and (c) sheet resistance under different amounts of AgNWs of AgNW/PET, AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET, TiO2/AgNW/PET, and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films.
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functional head groups of Si(NH2) molecules altering the
charge density of the AgNWs. Figure 2b shows that the
binding energies of TiO2/AgNW/PET at 368.2 eV are
consistent with pure Ag 3d without oxidation. The Ag 3d
spectrum of TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films shows that the
peak is downshifted from 368.2 to 367.8 eV, which is a result
of the doping effect of the NH2 functional groups of
Si(NH2).

20 The strong interaction between the strong σ-
donating functional group of NNH2 and silver metal forms the
Ag−ligand structure. In combination with the results of SEM,
XPS, and XRD, it can be concluded that the TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET film is formed by AgNW−Si(NH2) modified
with Si(NH2) and TiO2 sol, with a sandwich-like structure
(Figure 2c).
Optoelectrical Properties of Composite Electrodes.

The optical and electrical properties of the composite film were
further evaluated. Figure 3a confirms that the TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET film (Rs = 6 Ω/sq) possessed superior optical
transparency, which exceeds 83% in the entire range of the
visible wavelength. Optimizing the amount of AgNW is
important to balance the conductivity and transmittance of
the electrode. Thus, a series of composite films were fabricated
with increasing the nanowire loading volume from 100 to 300
μL (panels b and c of Figure 3). During the film preparation
process, the amount of TiO2 sol is fixed (60 μL). The effect of
the amount of Si(NH2) and TiO2 sol on the photoelectric
properties for the composite film is presented in Figures S4
and S5 of the Supporting Information. At a loading of 100 μL,
the transmittance of the AgNW/PET film is 87% at 550 nm
(Figure 3b). It should be noted that the sheet resistance of the
AgNW/PET film is higher than 600 Ω/sq (Figure 3c), which
may be due to the loose connection between nanowires and
the presence of residual polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) on the
nanowire surface. However, after the surface modification
treatment was performed on the silver wire by Si(NH2)
solution, the AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET sheet resistance was
reduced from ∼643 to ∼153 Ω/sq, while the film transparency
was almost the same as the AgNW/PET. The reason for the
great enhancement in conductivity of the AgNW−Si(NH2)/
PET film may be the more tight connections between the
nanowires at intersections, thereby reducing the junction
resistance (Figure 1c). After further treatment by the TiO2 sol
solution, the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film transmittance
was not affected, 86% at 550 nm, while the sheet resistance
also remained the same, ∼147 Ω/sq. After being treated with

TiO2 sol, it is not clear why a further decrease in sheet
resistance of the TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film exists. The
most probable explanation is described as follows: the volume
of TiO2 sol shrinks as the solution dries, and the driving force
generated during the shrinkage process drives the nanowires
closer to each other, reducing the junction resistance.
Because flexibility is critical for FCD applications, the

mechanical properties were investigated through a custom-
built set of stretching machines, and the resistance changes of
the composite film during bending were measured (Figure 4a
and Figure S6 of the Supporting Information). As shown, the
sheet resistance of AgNW/PET and TiO2/AgNW/PET films
increased by 227 and 77% after 5000 bending cycles (angle of
180°), respectively. However, the resistance increase of
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
films based on surface-modified NW changes by only 7 and
3.6%, respectively, indicating the excellent bending durability.
In addition, the adhesion between the PET substrates and the
films was evaluated by measuring the resistivity after
performing peeling with a 3M tape (Figure 4b and Figure S7
of the Supporting Information). As shown, the AgNW/PET
film lost conductivity after 3 peel cycles, while the AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films (ΔR/
R0 ≈ 6.0%) remain relatively stable, even after 100 cycles. This
results from the strong adhesion of the AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET composite films to the PET
substrates. The excellent mechanical flexibility obtained for the
TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film in this study is also superior
to the previously reported works (see Table S1 of the
Supporting Information).31,35−41

The resistance change of the AgNW/PET film under the
action of mechanical external force may be caused by the
delamination of the AgNWs and substrate. In addition, the
driving force induced by the solvent of the TiO2 sol during
drying facilitates the adhesion of AgNWs to the substrate.
However, TiO2 aggregates are usually weak and brittle and
cannot provide strong adhesion and tension.33 The TiO2−
AgNW could still be peeled off from the substrate with 3M
adhesive tape. The photoelectric properties of AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films have
been greatly improved. This is due to the abundant oxygen-
containing groups on the surface of the silver wire after
modification by Si(NH2). These groups can interact with the
substrate PET and the overcoating layer TiO2 sol to form a

Figure 4. (a) Relative resistance changes under bending tests with 5000 bending cycles and (b) relative resistance changes under taping tests at 100
times with AgNW/PET, AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET, TiO2/AgNW/PET, and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films.
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large number of hydrogen bonds, which conduce enhancement
of the binding force.
TiO2 sol coating on the flexible composite film was used to

avoid the oxidation of AgNWs without any overcoating layer.
Durability assessments regarding the aging time of the films
were tested by measuring the variation of resistance. The
flexible composite films were placed at ∼30 °C and under
humidity of ∼25% for 100 days. Variations of the sheet
resistance with exposure time in air for the films are shown in
Figure 5. The sheet resistance of the AgNW/PET and

AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films dramatically increased by more
than 79 and 72% after exposure in air for 80 days, indicating
that the AgNW network gradually lost its conductive function.
The oxidation resistance of the flexible conductive film can be
improved by the TiO2 sol coating. In contrast to the bare
AgNW/PET and AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films, the TiO2/

AgNW/PET and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films remained
unchanged (ΔR/R0 ≈ 4.9%), even after 100 days. The above
results clearly show that TiO2 sol coating can improve the
chemical stability of the films.

Electrochromic Performance of Composite Electro-
des and Device. As an inorganic electrochromic (EC)
material, WO3 has been widely used in the research of smart
windows.42 Here, the active material WO3 was deposited on
the FTC film by e-beam evaporation to obtain the flexible
composite EC electrode (Scheme 1). The studies showed that
the EC phenomenon of WO3-based electrodes is due to the Li

+

intercalation/extraction process into WO3. The coloration and
bleaching (charge/discharge) processes are based on the
following reversible reactions:43

x xWO (bleached) e Li Li WO (colored)x3 3+ + ⇔− +

(1)

Optical transmission spectra of the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET electrodes at different voltages (from +1.0 to
−1.0 V) are shown in Figure 6a. It is worth noting that, under
the bombardment of high-energy e-beams, O atoms will be
lost, leading to deviation of the stoichiometric ratio of WO3
from 1:3. The XPS fitting results clearly demonstrated that the
W5+/W6+ ratio of WO3−x is 5.85 ± 0.01 (Figure S8 and Table
S2 of the Supporting Information). The WO3/TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET electrode presents an optical transmittance of
85% in its original state at a wavelength of 550 nm. When a
voltage of −1.0 V (versus Ag/AgCl electrode) is applied on the
WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode, its color
changes to dark blue with an optical transmittance of 9% at
the same wavelength (Figure S9 of the Supporting Information
is the optical transmittance spectra of different electrodes).
Figure 6b shows a WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET elec-

Figure 5. Relative resistance changes observed during 100 days of
long-term stability tests of AgNW/PET, AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET,
TiO2/AgNW/PET, and TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films.

Figure 6. (a) Transmittance spectra for the bleaching and coloration states, (b) bending test photograph, (c) transmittance spectra before and after
bending tests, (d) electrochromic switching for 120 cycles, (e) bleaching and coloration time, and (f) coloration efficiency of WO3/TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET films.
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trode with an area of 12 × 5 cm, which can undergo repeated
mechanical bending. When a negative voltage was applied to
the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode, the elec-
trode exhibited a uniform blue color. The results show that the
electrode has excellent mechanical flexibility.
To further evaluate the mechanical stability of the WO3/

TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode, the switching behav-
iors of the electrode before and after 5000 bending cycles were
also tested and shown in Figure 6c (Figure S10 of the
Supporting Information is the stability of the electrode in
different bend angles). Each cycle consists of a positive bias for
30 s and a negative bias for another 30 s. The results show that
the ΔT [transmittance contrast between the bleached (+1.0 V)
state and coloration (−1.0 V)] of the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET electrode remains more than 94% (from ∼76 to
∼72%) after 5000 bending cycles [the mechanical stability of
the WO3/AgNW/PET, WO3/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET, and
WO3/TiO2/AgNW/PET electrodes, as shown in Figure S11
of the Supporting Information]. Moreover, the switching
stability of electrodes was also investigated during cyclic
bleaching and coloration processes with a voltage between
+1.0 and −1.0 V, which has an important significance for
WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode application in
flexible electronic devices. As shown in Figure 6d, the average
values of ΔT (more than 95% contrast retention) of the WO3/
TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode at 550 nm do not
exhibit obvious decay after 120 cycles. The above experimental
results reveal that the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
electrode possesses excellent mechanical flexibility and good
cycle stability. The reason for the improved performance can
be attributed to the surface modification of AgNWs by
Si(NH2) solution and the overcoating layer TiO2 sol, which
improve the bonding force between AgNWs and other
materials and protect AgNW−Si(NH2) from oxidation in the
electrolyte (as shown in Figure S12 of the Supporting
Information).
The color switching time is a key parameter for electro-

chromic performance and is defined as the time required for
the contrast ΔT of the electrode to reach 90% of the response.
According to the magnified transmittance spectra (Figure 6e
and Figure S13 of the Supporting Information), when voltages
are +1.0 V (bleaching) and −1.0 V (coloring), the switching
times of the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode for
bleaching and coloration are 5.8 and 9.9 s, respectively, which
are faster than those of previous reports (Tables S3 and S4 of
the Supporting Information).14,23,44−51 The fast switching time
should be attributed to the high conductivity of TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET and the compact contact between the TiO2/

AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET substrate and the WO3 film, improving
the electron transfer speed.
Moreover, the coloring efficiency (CE) is another important

parameter for reactive electrochromic performance. The CE is
defined as the change in optical density (OD) per unit charge
density (ΔQ = Q/A) and can be obtained from the following
equations:52

QCE OD/= Δ Δ (2)

T TOD log( / )c bΔ = (3)

where Q is the charge amount, A is the electrode area, and Tb
and Tc are the corresponding transmittances in the bleached
and colored states, respectively. The plots of ΔOD as a
function of charge density at 550 nm are shown in Figure 6f,
and the CE of the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
electrode is calculated from the slope of the quasi-linear
curve, which is about 60.2 cm2 C−1. This value indicates that
the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode possesses
superior optical modulation.
Flexible electrochromic devices can be used for research in

various fields that require flexibility and portability. Scheme 1
shows a schematic diagram of FCD based on the WO3/TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET electrode. The transmittance spectra
for the bleaching and coloration states of the devices are shown
in Figure 7a, in which the ΔT [transmittance contrast between
the bleached (0 V) state and coloration (−1.5 V)] is about
68%. The example images of the flexible devices with the
bleached and colored states are shown in the inset of Figure 7a.
Subsequently, the prepared FCD was applied to the display
screen of a sports watch to explore its practical application
capabilities. The display screen of the watch changes to a
uniform blue color when the color of the device changes,
indicating that the flexible WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET
electrode can be potentially used as flexible smart windows (as
shown in Figure 7b). In FCDs, the major challenge is to
achieve long-term bending cycle stability in electrochromic
applications. To address this aspect, we have studied the long-
term stability of FCD before and after 1000 cycles of bending.
An asymmetric voltage between 0 V (bleaching) and −1.5 V
(coloration) was applied to the FCD. Figure 7c shows the
change of transmittance of FCD at 550 nm as a function of the
operating time. As seen from Figure 7c, the ΔT of devices
retains more than 84% (from ∼73 to ∼61%) before and after
the bending cycle, which indicates the excellent electro-
mechanical stability of devices.

Figure 7. (a) Transmittance spectra for the bleaching and coloration states, (b) sports watch photograph, and (c) transmittance spectra before and
after bending tests of the WO3/TiO2/AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET-based FCD.
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■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrated novel FTCs of TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET films with excellent optical transparency and
mechanical properties through a facile and scalable process.
Surface modification of AgNWs by Si(NH2) solution enhances
the bonding force between AgNWs and other materials (the
substrate PET and the overcoating layer TiO2 sol). The TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET films coated by the surface-modified
AgNW−Si(NH2) composite possess excellent mechanical and
optoelectrical properties. In the search for improvement of the
binding energy with AgNWs, the overcoating layer TiO2 sol
can play the role of the protective layer. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that a flexible electrochromic wearable device
could be readily fabricated on the basis of the TiO2/AgNW−
Si(NH2)/PET films, and the prepared TiO2/AgNW−Si-
(NH2)/PET-based FCDs showed a long-term excellent
electromechanical stability. These results affirm that a TiO2/
AgNW−Si(NH2)/PET film-based flexible FCD with stable
electrochromic performance presents a good route toward the
replacement of rigid optoelectronic devices in next-generation
flexible electronics.
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